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Top 3 themes

Global shares: Solid gains
European shares led the way. Share markets in France, Britain and Germany recorded
strong rises, benefitting from low interest rates and weaker currencies against the US
dollar. The moderation in trade tension between China, Europe and the US also
supported share markets.

American government
bond yields: Increased

Oil prices:
Robust gains

American government bond yields
moved sharply higher as rising
energy prices and wages growth
signalled inflation risks are
increasing. This restrained
America’s share market to a more
modest rise in April.

Stronger global demand for energy and
concerns that Iran’s oil supply could be
threatened by the abandonment of the
nuclear accord saw oil surge higher.

Australian shares made strong gains in April
Australian shares made strong gains in April after a disappointing
performance in March. There were strong gains for the Energy sector
given rising commodity prices. Health Care also performed well.
However shares in the Financials sector were subdued given the
intense scrutiny of the Royal Commission on misconduct.
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Performance for the month of April 2018. Sector returns are for the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation GICS indices.
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Performance for the month of April 2018. S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index; S&P 500 Index; FTSE 100 Index; German Aktien Index (DAX);
France CAC40 Index; Nikkei 225 Index; Hang Seng Index; Shanghai Composite Index (all in local currency and unhedged).

Important information
This communication is provided by MLC Investments Limited (ABN 30 002 641 661, AFSL 230705) (MLC), a member of the National Australia Bank
Limited (ABN 12 004 044 937, AFSL 230686) group of companies (NAB Group), 105–153 Miller Street, North Sydney 2060. An investment with MLC
does not represent a deposit or liability of, and is not guaranteed by, the NAB Group.
The information in this communication may constitute general advice. It has been prepared without taking account of individual objectives, financial
situation or needs and because of that you should, before acting on the advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice having regard to your
personal objectives, financial situation and needs. MLC believes that the information contained in this communication is correct and that any
estimates, opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made as at the time of compilation. However, no warranty is made as
to the accuracy or reliability of this information (which may change without notice). MLC relies on third parties to provide certain information and
is not responsible for its accuracy, nor is MLC liable for any loss arising from a person relying on information provided by third parties.
This information is directed to and prepared for Australian residents only.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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